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If a nonsymmetric P-polynomial association scheme, or equivalently. a distance- 
regular digraph, has diameter d and girth g. then d = g or d = g - 1, by Damerell’s 
theorem. The dual of this theorem was proved by Leonard. In this paper, we prove 
that the diameter of a nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme is 
one less than its girth and its cogirth. We also give a structure theorem for a non- 
symmetric Q-polynomial association scheme whose diameter is equal to its cogirth. 
We use self-duality and unimodality to show that the eigenvalues of a nontrivial 
nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme are quadratic over the 
rationals. The fact that the adjacency algebra becomes a C-algebra gives a necessary 
condition for the existence of a nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association 
scheme. As an application, it is shown that the only nontrivial nonsymmetric P- 
and Q-polynomial association scheme with girth 5 is the directed 5 cycle. ‘0 1991 

Academic Press, Inc. 

1. I~ITR~DUCTION 

Distance-transitive digraphs were first introduced by Lam [3]. Damerell 
[2] defined the distance regularity for digraphs and proved a fundamental 
theorem for distance-regular digraphs. There are a few examples of known 
distance-regular digraphs other than the trivial ones, i.e., the directed 
cycles. A distance-regular digraph with diameter 2 and girth 3 can be con- 
structed from a skew Hadamard matrix; distance-regular digraphs with 
diameter 3 and girth 4 have been constructed by Liebler and Mena [6]. 
These distance-regular digraphs are short digraphs; i.e., the diameter is one 
less than the girth. One can construct a long digraph, i.e., a distance- 
regular digraph in which the diameter is equal to the girth, from a short 
digraph (see [2]). The short digraphs mentioned above are not only 
P-polynomial but are also Q-polynomial association schemes. Leonard 
[4, 51 has shown that if 57 is a nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial 
association scheme then % is self-dual and g = g* = d + 1 or g =g* = d, 
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where d, g, g*, are the diameter, the girth, and the cogirth, respectively. 
However, it seems unnoticed that no long digraph is Q-polynomial. 
Consequently, the case g = g* = d in Leonard’s theorem does not occur. 
There does exist a nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association scheme with 
g* = d, and we prove a structure theorem for such an association scheme. 
This result is a dual of [2, Theorem 41. 

Next we obtain a necessary condition for the existence of a nonsym- 
metric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme in terms of its eigenvalues, 
using the fact that the adjacency algebra becomes a C-algebra. This gives 
a system of equations that the eigenvalues must satisfy. Moreover, the 
eigenvalues are shown to be at most quadratic over the rationals, unless 
the association scheme is a directed cycle. If the girth is 5, we are able to 
solve the system of equations to show the nonexistence of nontrivial 
nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association schemes. 

2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 

In this paper, we use the notation adopted in [ 11. Let r= (X, E) be a 
strongly connected digraph and U, u, vertices of I-. Then d(u, u) denotes the 
length of a shortest directed path from u to u. Let Pi= {(u, u) E Xx A’] 
d(u, v)=i), i=O, I ,..., d, w h ere d is the diameter of ZY f is called a dis- 
tame-regular digraph if T(r) = (A’, ( Ri} f= O) IS an association scheme. This 
is not a commonly used definition of a distance-regular digraph, but is 
equivalent to those used in the literature. Moreover, if r is a distance- 
regular digraph, then T(T) is a P-polynomial association scheme, and 
every P-polynomial association scheme arises from a distance-regular 
digraph in this way. We assume the girth of r is at least 3, since otherwise 
r is a undirected graph. 

THEOREM 2.1 [2]. Let X be a nonsymmetric P-polevnomial association 
scheme with diameter d and girth g. Then 

(1) g=d+l or 

(2) g = d and the adjacency matrix of r is of the form A @J, where 
f is the all one m x m matrix for some m > 2, and A is the adjacency matrix 
of a distance-regular digraph with diameter d- 1 and girth g. 

The cogirth of a nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association scheme with the 
primitive idempotents E,, E,, .,,, E,, is 1 + 1, where ET = El. 

THEOREM 2.2 [4]. Let X be a nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association 
scheme of class d and cogirth g*. Then g* = d + 1 or g* = d. 
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THEOREM 2.3 [4,5]. Let X be a nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial 
association scheme with diameter d, girth g, and cogirth g*. Then X is self- 
dualandeitherg=g*=d+l org=g*=d. 

In the next section we prove a stronger result than Theorem 2.3 by 
showing that the case g= g* = d does not occur. Note that Theorem 2.2 
does not assert anything about the structure of the association scheme with 
d= g*, unlike Theorem 2.1. We supplement this in Theorem 3.3. 

3. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 

Damerell has shown that every distance-regular digraph with d= g is 
obtained from a distance-regular digraph with diameter g - 1 by “tensoring 
with the all one matrix.” We discuss this construction in more detail. Let 
X=(X, {&};=J b e an arbitrary association scheme, &, A,, . . . . A,, the 
adjacency matrices, and E,, E,, . . . . E,, the primitive idempotents. Let .I be 
the m x m all one matrix, where m 3 2 is a positive integer. Then the 
matrices J,=Ao@Z, d, = A,@.& . . . . Jd=Arl@J, Jd+, =Z@(J-I) define 
a commutative association scheme !? of class d+ 1. To see this, simply 
check that the linear span of A,, . . . . A,,, is closed under the multiplication. 
We can also check that the primitive idempotents are &, = E,O (l/m)4 
E, = E, @ (l/m)J, . . . . Ed=Ed@(i/m)J, Ed+l= I@ (I- (l/m)J). Let E,= 
(l/n) C:‘=, q,(i) Ai, Ej= (l/rim) cfzi g,(i) A’,. The matrices Q = (qj(i)), 
Q = (g](i)) are called the second eigenmatrices of Z”, &:, respectively. It is 
easy to check that 

; 

n(m - 1) 
0 

& Q : I. 6 

40(O) 41(O) ... qA0) -n 

Note that no column of Q has all distinct entries, hence 9 is not Q-polyno- 
mial. According to Theorem 2.1, any distance-regular digraph with d= g is 
obtained by the way we constructed !? from X. However, 9 cannot be 
Q-polynomial even if X is. By combining this result with Theorem 2.3, we 
obtain the following. 

THEOREM 3.1. In any nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association 
scheme, the diameter is one less than the girth and the cogirth. 

Therefore, a distance-regular digraph with d = g is a nonsymmetric P-poly- 
nomial association scheme which is not Q-polynomial. Dually, a nonsym- 
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metric Q-polynomial association scheme with d = g* is not P-polynomial. 
We describe the structure of such nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association 
schemes. 

Let !X , ‘1’ 3’2’ , . . . . TCrn’ (m 2 2) be commutative association schemes with 
the same parameters but not necessarily isomorphic. Let Ay’ be the ith 
adjacency matrix of X’j’ and E. the ith primitive idempotent of .Pi’, 
where O<idd, Odj<m. Define/i) 

Then AO, A,, . . . . ad+, define a commutative association scheme 9 of class 
d+ 1. We write ~=!Z2”“‘@%t̂ ‘2’ . . . 0 ZFCrn’. The primitive idempotents of g 
are given by 

E,,, =i 
(m- l)J -1 

nm 
-1 (m- l)J 1. 

Let P= (pi(i)) be the first eigenmatrix of SC”, .!P’, . . . . X2”“, i.e., 
AJ(k’ = C:‘=, p,(i) Elk’. Then the first eigenmatrix P= (b,(i)), where 
Aj= c:J, jj(i) Ej, is given by 

j3= 

[ 

n(m - 1) 
0 

P : 1. 0 

PO(O) P,(O) ‘.. Pd(O) --n 

If g(l) op, 
1 . . . . X”“’ are nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association schemes 

with cogirth d+ 1, then !I? is a nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association 
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scheme of class d + 1 and cogirth g* = d + 1. Indeed, by a result of Leonard 
[4], Ep)=Ep)‘=Ey) with I^=d+ 1 -i for 1 <i<d, 1 <j<m. Let qt be 
the Krein parameter of Y’l’, . . . . 3’“‘. Then 8,o E, = (l/n) x2=‘, qfiEk, 
0 < i< d- 1. Therefore 8, (0 <id d) is a polynomial of degree i in E,. 
Since 

El+, is a polynomial of degree d + 1 in B, . Thus !? is a Q-polynomial 
association scheme. Since sy = g.d, the cogirth of ?? is d + 1. 

Now we want to show that every nonsymmetric Q-polynomial associa- 
tion scheme 9” of class d+ 1 with cogirth g* = d+ 1 can be obtained by the 
above construction. Let E,, E,, . . . . E,, be the primitive idempotents of 9” 
such that Ei is a polynomial of degree i in E, with respect to the Hadamard 
product. Let Ei 0 Ej = (l/n) Cfl 0 q$E,, where qt is the Krein parameter, 
and n is the size of 3. Then we have i?; = Ei = Ei with i= g* -i for 
1 d i < g*, g* = g*. Moreover, the Krein parameters satisfy a number of 
relations [ 1, Chap. III, Proposition 3.71. We use these relations to obtain 
the following. 

LEMMA 3.2. If 9” is a nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association scheme of 
class g*, with cogirth g*, then the Krein parameters of %” satisfJ1 the follow- 
ing : 

(1) qktg*=O unless i = 0 or g*, 

(2) q&*=0 unless i=j, ulhere l<i<g*-1. 

Pro05 

Step 1. qJln* = 0 unless j = 1 or g*. 

If 2<j<g*-1, then l<j=g*-jdg*-2. So q$=O, and 
0 = glig* = &*. 

Step 2. qilg* = 0 unless j = 1. 

By Step 1, E,oE,.=(l/n)C$1,q’,,,E,=(l/n)(q:,.E,+q~~,E,.). SO 
(nE, - q$ J) 0 (nE,. -q$ J) = q:,*q$nJ. If q&.q$ # 0, then any entry 
of the right-hand side is nonzero. Thus (nE,, - q &* J)ii # 0, 
(nE, - q$J) #O, for all i, j. But nE, -q&J is not symmetric and 
HE,. -q$ J is symmetric, so the left-hand side is not symmetric, a con- 
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tradiction. Therefore, q&q$ = 0. On the other hand q& = m,,qf;/m, = 

m,* 4 $,l/ml#O. Thus q$=O. 

Step 3. q$+=Ofor ldidg*-1. 

For the rest of the proof, E’, denotes the ith power of E, with respect to 
the Hadamard product, By Step 2, E, 0 E,, = (l/n) qlR*E,, so E; 0 E,, = 
(l/n)q&,E’, for ldidg*- 1. Since ,X is Q-polynomial, there exists a 
polynomial uI*(x) of degree i such that nE,= uy(nE,), where n is the size 
of X. Since the cogirth of X is g*, qyi = 0. By induction on i, it follows that 
v:(x) has no constant term. Therefore E, is a linear combination of 
E,, Ef, . . . . E’,, and 

= (El 3 E2, .... Et). 

Thus (EioEg*)Eg*=O, q$=O, for 1 didg*-1. 
From Step 3, it is immediate to show qhaR* = 0 for 1 < i Q g* - 1, so (1) 

is proved. 
We show (2) by induction on i. The case i= 1 was proved in Step 2. 

Suppose that the assertion is true up to i- 1, for some i> 2. If j < i, then 
q& = m,q$/m, = 0 by induction. If j> i, then i + j = i + g* - j < g*, so 
0 = q$* = m,q&./m,, = m,q$/m,.. Thus q:‘,. = 0. 1 

THEOREM 3.3. Let X=(X, {R,)f~O) b e a nonsymmetric Q-polynomial 
association scheme of class g* with cogirth g*. Then X is imprimitive. There 
exist nonsymmetric Q-polynomial association schemes X-(l), XC’), . . . . X( ‘̂“) 
(m 2 2) of class g* - 1, with cogirth g*, and the same parameters such that 
X is isomorphic to X(‘)@X “̂‘@ ... @X’“l. 

Proof Let A,, A,, . . . . A,, be the adjacency matrices of X, E,, El, . . . . E,, 
the primitive idempotents, and n = 1x1. Let q = (A,, A,, . . . . A,,) be the 
adjacency algebra of X, 9 = (nE,, nE,, . . . . nE,,) the dual of a. Then by 
Lemma 3.2(l), (nE,,, nE,. ) is a C-subalgebra of 4. Moreover by 
Lemma 3.2(2), (nE,,+nE,,, nE,, . . . . nE,,) is the quotient C-algebra 
J%/(nE,, n+). By [I, Theorem 9.91, there exists a C-subalgebra %, of 0% 
such that GYi ~+?l(nE,, nE,.) and (%/L+Yl)A 2 (nE,, nE,.). In particular, 
dim 4?, = dim 6, = g*. We may assume oZ2/, = (A,, A,, . . . . A,. _, ) with a 
suitable renumbering of the adjacency matrices. Then by [ 1, Theorem 9.33, 
UT’;’ Ri is an equivalence relation, and every equivalence class has the 
same size. Let Xl, X2, . . . . A’, be the equivalence classes. Then A, / x,, 
A, Ix;, . . . . A,. _ i Ix, define an association scheme on Xi, whose adjacency 
algebra is isomorphic to %, . Since 08, E d/(nE,, nE,,) = (nE, + nE,,. 
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nE, , . . . . nE,. ~, ) is a C-algebra of P-polynomial type, the association 
scheme !Pi’ on X, is Q-polynomial. Since R,* = Xx X- U ;‘f, ’ Ri, it is 
now easy to see that %~%(“O%(“@ ... 0X(“‘. 1 

Next we investigate nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association 
schemes in the context of C-algebras. Suppose that there exists a nonsym- 
metric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme with the adjacency 
matrices A,, A,, . . . . A,, Ai = tl,(A 1), V,(X) is a polynomial of degree i. 
Let 8,, 8,, . . . . 8, be the eigenvalues of A,, with the multiplicities m, = 
1, m , , ..,1 md, and Bi=(!ld+iPr. Then tr A{ = 0 implies that Cy=, 0;lm, = 
PZ~~~, where n is the size of the association scheme. We may regard this as 
a system of linear equations with unknowns m,, m,, . . . . md. We can 
actually solve this to find 

no, . . iJ, . . Od 

m~=&‘i(e,-ei)’ 

Since m, = 1, we see that 1!9i, . . . . ed are nonzero and 

00 rIk,O (0, - f&l) 
mr= ein,,;(e,-ei). (3.1) 

The polynomials u,(x), i = 0, 1, . . . . d, satisfy the following: 

deg ui (x) = i, i=O, 1, . . . . d, (3.2) 

h(X) = 1, VI(X) =x, (3.3) 

u;(O) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . d, (3.4) 

uiCej) _ u,(ez) 
--- i, j = 0, 1, . . . . d. 

4 ml ’ 
(3.5) 

Equation (3.4) follows from tr Af =O, i= 1, ,.., d, while (3.5) follows from 
self-duality. By (3.3) and (3.5), we have 8, = m,, hence by (3.1) 

Given nonzero distinct complex numbers BO, 8i, . . . . ed satisfying (3.6), m, 
is determined by (3.1) and there exist unique polynomials uj(x) of degree 
at most i satisfying (3.3k(3.5). Indeed, vi(x) (i 2 2) is uniquely determined 
inductively by u,(O) = 0, u,(tl,) = mi, ~~(0,) = miu,(tli)/m,, . . . . u,(B,- ]) = 
m,u,-,(O,)/mip,. We then want to show that ui(x) is of degree exactly i, 
that is, (3.2) holds. Suppose deg ok(x) <k for some k. We may assume that 
k is the smallest integer such that deg UJX) <k. Then u,(x), u,(x), . . . . UJX) 
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are linearly dependent. By (3.4) u,(x), . . . . uk(x) must be linearly dependent, 
thus 

[ 

v,(@o) ... v,(ek- I) 
det i 

uk(eo) ‘. i I 

= 0. 

Vk(dk - I) 

Therefore, by (3.5 ), 

[ 

uo(e,) ... uk ,te,) 

det i = 0, 

uO(ek) .” : I vk - iek) 

which is a contradiction, since the above is essentially Vandermonde’s 
determinant. Therefore, given nonzero distinct complex numbers 
e,, el, . . . . ed satisfying (3.6), there exist unique nonzero complex numbers 
mi, i=O,l,..., d, and unique polynomials vi(x), i = 0, 1, . . . . d, satisfying 
(3.1)-(3.5). The method given in [4] can be carried out to produce the 
closed form for the parameters; however, to establish the closed form, it is 
suffkient to assume (3.1)-(3.6). 

Write 

k=O 

where q(x) = n:=, (x - 0,). Let N, N’, B’ be the square matrices of degree 
d + 1 whose (i, J-entries are v,(e,), vi( 0, + I ), pff ’ , respectively, with the 
convention ed+ 1 = eo, J$+ l= pyj. When considering an LU decomposition 
(see [4]) of the matrices IV, N’ we obtain 

diag(e,, 8,, . . . . 6,) U diag(m,, m,, . . . . md) 

= U’ diag(m,, . . . . md, m,)B’, (3.7) 

where U=([8j],), U’=([8,+,];), [x]j=(x-eo)(x-ee,)...(x-ej~,), 
[xl,! = (x - 0,) ... (x - 0,). In comparing the entries of (3.7), we find 

if 1 _ 
‘Ii 

ei Ceilimi 
- CO,+ ,];mj+ ,’ 

p:,=(ei-eo)(ei+,ei-,-eZ) 
(~,-~id~i+,-~,) 

(3-g) 

(3.9) 

THEOREM 3.4. Let 8,, 0,, . . . . en be nonzero distinct complex numbers 
satisfying e,=8,, 8,=edtlmi (i=l , . . . . d) and (3.6). Let mi, vi(x) be 
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defined by (3.1)-(3.5). Then @=@[x]/(n~==, (x-ei))= (u,(x)(O<idd) 
is a C-algebra if and only if 

u,(x) E R[x] ,for i = 0, 1, . . . . d, 

m,>o for i=O, l,..., d. 

ProoJ Suppose that uzI is a C-algebra. Since for any i = 1, 2, . . . . d- 1, 

i+ I 

xui(x)= c P:;uj(x) 

,=O 

and J#,~E R, we see that USE lR[x] by induction. Write 

Ui(X) Uj(X) = ; PfsUk(X) + c,(x) fi (x - 0,). 
k=O k=O 

Assume i # 0 and set x = 0. Then 

0 = p; + c,(O)( - l)df ’ 006, l3& 

6,.ik,= (-l)%,,(O) 8,8, ...ed, 

with ki> 0 by the definition of C-algebra. If we take j= d+ 1 -i, then 
ci d+I-i=Ci,d+lLr (x) is a nonzero constant. This forces i’= d + 1 -i. 
Indeed, c~,~, is the product of the leading coefficients of ui(x) and vi,(x). By 
(3.8), the leading coefficient of ui(x) is 

and the leading coefficient of t),,(x) is 

mi[8i,],, m;(8i-80)(ei-8,)...(ei-8i+,) 
ooo, ... e,.- 1 n;‘= 1 (0, - 0,) = OOOd ...ei+ I rI;=, (o.j-00) ’ 

since it is real. Thus it follows that 0 < ki = ( - 1)” c~.~+ 1 -,fIOO, . . . tId= mj. 
Conversely, by assuming U,(X)E R[x], m, > 0, we verify that 02 is a 

C-algebra. Clearly u2! is a commutative algebra with the identity uo(x) = 1. 
Since U;(X)E R[x], the structure constants pi are real. Also u,(gj)= 
uiCej) = n~;uj(~i)/mj = m,U,(~i)lmi = md+ I -,"j(ed+ I -,)lm.j = udf I-,. 
Define 0’ = 0, i’ = d + 1 - i. Then ui(x) + ui. (x) induces an automorphism 
of @. From the first part of the proof, pz. = p$+ , _ i = mj, which is positive. 
If 0 Q i+j<d, then set .x=0 in u,(x) u,(x)=C~=~ pk,up(x). We see that 
pa.=0 by (3.4). If i+j>d+l, then i’+j’<d+l and pi=ppY,. Thus 
p$ = 0 by the previous case. Therefore p; = 6,,,k, with k, > 0. The mapping 
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u;(x) + kj is the evaluation at x = 8,, thus it is a linear representation of ok. 
This completes the proof. 1 

The last result of this section is to show that the eigenvalues of nonsym- 
metric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme are quadratic over (ED. Let 
pg be the intersection numbers of a non-symmetric P- and Q-polynomial 
association scheme X, with diameter d and i’ = d+ 1 -i (i= 1, . . . . d), as 
shown in [2, Theorem 11. Let ki= pz, be the ith valency and write 
b,=p;,;+,. As an analogue to the symmetric case (see [ 1, Chap. III, 
Propositions 1.2, 1.4]), we have the following. 

LEMMA 3.5. (1) k,=h,3h,3 ... 3h,~ ,. 

(2) 1 rJ ‘k ’ satisfies the unimodality property, i.e., 

l=k,dk,d ... <kC,d+,,,,2,3 ... >kdp,>kd, 

with ki = k,, , ~ i for i = 1, 2, . . . . d. 

Proof: (1) Let r,(x) be the set of vertices at distance j from x. 
Suppose that U, u, x are vertices and d(u, x) = i, d(v, x) = i - 1, d(u, u) = 1. 
Then T,(x)nT,+,(u)cf,(x)nr,(v), so bibbip,. 

(2) k,bi=kip{.i+,=ki+,p’,+l=k,+,b,~j. Thus, if 2idd, then by 
(l), we have k;dk,+,. 1 

Remark. Lemma 3.5( 1) holds for an arbitrary distance-regular digraph. 
Lemma 3.5(2) holds for an arbitrary distance-regular digraph with 
d+ 1 = g. For a distance-regular digraph with d= g, the following 
analogue holds: 

THEOREM 3.6. The eigenvalues of a nontrivial nonsymmetric P- and 
Q-polynomial association scheme are at most quadratic over Q. 

Proof Let d,, B,, . . . . 8, be the eigenvalues of a nontrivial nonsymmetric 
P- and Q-polynomial association scheme X, do the valency, and 
cJi= 8 dfl--i’ If 8, is not quadratic over Q, then 8, is algebraic conjugate to 
ei for some i # 1,d. Let kj be the ith valency. Then ki = k, by self-duality. 
By Lemma 3.5(2), we must have k, =k,. Since k,b, = k,b,_ ,, 
Lemma 3.5( 1) implies b, = b, = ... = b,- , . On the other hand, it is shown 
in [S] that if 8, is not quadratic over Q, then k, = b,. Thus k, = bi= pi.,, , 
(i= 0, 1, ..,, d-l). So &=c$+,,~ k,, if i<d. In particular, pirl=pi., = 
6,k,, ifi<d. Alsopj,=p:.,= ,- ,- k b - 0. Therefore ,w~(x) = k, uO(x) E k, 
(mod q(x)). By setting .Y = k,, we find kf=k,; hence k, = 1. Thus X is a 
directed cycle, a contradiction. 

SR?h’Sl ?-I? 
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Since xui(x) = CizA &,u,(x) with pi, being an integer, vi(x) E Q[x] for 
all i = 0, 1, . . . . d. By (3.5), ei is a rational polynomial of degree i in 8,. Thus 
all the eigenvalues belong to CI(0,), and hence are at most quadratic. 1 

Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.6 was suggested by Eiichi Bannai. 
The proof of Theorem 3.6 shows not only that each eigenvalue is at most 
quadratic over CI, but also that all eigenvalues belong to the imaginary 
quadratic extension Q(8,). Since the eigenvalues belong to the ring of 
integers of O(t9,) and the absolute value of the eigenvalues are at most k, , 
it follows that the diameter of the non-symmetric P- and Q-polynomial 
association scheme is bounded by a function of the valency k,. 

4. THECASEd+l=g=5 

In this section we apply Theorem 3.4 together with Theorem 3.6 to show 
that the only nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme with 
girth 5 is the directed 5 cycle. By Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.1, such an 
association scheme has diameter 4 and is self-dual. By specializing 
Theorem 3.4 to the case d=4, we obtain the following. 

THEOREM 4.1. For real numbers x,, x2, the ,following are equivalent. 

(1) There exist nonzero distinct complex numbers 8,, 8,, Q,, t3,, 8,, 
satisfying (3.6) with d=4, &=i&,, Ree,=Ree,=x,, 8,=8,, RetI,= 
Re8,=x,,8,=8,,suchthat”~=C[x]/(nf=o(x-e,))=<ui(x)IO~i~4) 
is a C-algebra, where u,(x), 0 < i < 4, are defined by (3.1)-( 3.5). 

(2) 

4(2x,+1)(x, -.x*+~~~)(x:+x~-.x~) 

=x,(6x,x, + 2x, -2x; +x2)‘, 

x* > 0 and x1 <min’,.u,-2x:, -$}, 

(4.1) 

or 

x,<o and x1 > max(x, + 5, x2 + xi, - i}. (4.2) 

Proof Suppose that (1) holds. Write 8, = k, 8, = 8, = x, + J-1 y, , 
e2 = 8, =x2 + fl y,, k, y,, y, E [w. By Theorem 3.4, we have k = m, > 0, 
m2>0. Thus m,=m,, m2=m,, and 

k + 2x,m, + 2x,m, = 0, 

k2-t2(xf- yT)m, +2(x:-yz)m,=O. 
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By eliminating m,, we obtain 

k(xf-I’:-x,k)=2m,{x,(x:-v:)-x,(xI-y:)}, 

x; - y: - x,k = 2x,(x; - yf) -2x,(x; - yf). 

By (3.8) and (3.1), we have 

@,(6, -@,Y(~2-~,)~~ 

Re(0, - 8,)’ (0, - 0,) = 0; 

i.e., 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(~~,-k)(x,y2--~z~~)-~,(.~,(-~~--~,)+~,(~~2-y,)}=0, (4.7) 

(x,-x2)(y;+2y,y2+(x,-x2)‘-3y:)=O. (4.8) 

Since pf, + pf2 is real, we obtain 

x2(x2 -k) - yf = 2y, I’~. (4.9) 

One can directly check that x1 = x2 leads to a contradiction. Thus we have 

y: + 2y, y2 + (x, -x*)2 - 3y; = 0. (4.10) 

By eliminating k from (4.4), (4.7), (4.9), we have 

x, y: - y, 1’2 + .Kz(Xf - y;, -x, xf = 0, (4.1 I ) 

x,.~:+(2x,-.u,)l’,.t’~+(x:-x,x~-3~~)x,~~z 

+x*,‘,{(x,-.K,)2+y:).=0. (4.12) 

From (4.10) and (4.12), we have 

{(3x, -x2) yf-x,(x, --x2)(-y, -2-r,)) .Y2 

+tx,J#x, -x2)‘-J+) =o. (4.13) 

By eliminating y: from (4.10), (4.11), we obtain 

(2x,+1)y,~z-(3x,-.r,)y:+x,(x,-~-”z)(XI-2x2)=0. (4.14) 

From (4.13) and (4.14), we have 

(2.u,+l)yf+2x,{(.u,-x,)2-yf}=O. (4.15) 
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We can solve (4.10), (4.1 l), and (4.15) linearly for ,v:, ~1, y2, y: to obtain 

,; = (x, - x2)(x1 -x2 + 2x:)/3, (4.16) 

-1’1 -1’2 = 
x2(x, -x2)(6x, x2 + 2x, - 2-x; + x2) 

3(2x, + 1) 

yf= 
4X2(X] - x,,(xf + x2 - x, ) 

3(2x, + 1) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Note that one can easily check that 2.x, + 1 # 0. From (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) 
we find (4.1). Also from (4.9), (4.17), (4.18), we find 

k = xr(2x2 - 2X, + 1) > 0. (4.19) 

Since k = m, > 0 and m2 > 0, the equality preceding to (4.3) implies 

xz(2x, + 1) < 0. 

By (4.16), (4.18), (4.20), we have 

(4.20) 

(x-x2)(x,-x*+2x:)>o, (4.21) 

(x, -x2)(x, -x2-x:, > 0. (4.22) 

Now it is straightforward to check that (4.2) is equivalent to the 
inequalities (4.19)-(4.22). 

Conversely, suppose that x ), x2 satisfy (4.1), (4.2). Then the inequalities 
(4.19)-(4.22) hold. In particular, x, # - 4, x2 # 0, x, #x2. Then the right- 
hand sides of (4.16), (4.18) are positive, so we can find nonzero real num- 
bers y,, y, satisfying (4.16), (4.18). y,, )j2 are determined up to sign, but 
we may choose their signs so that v,, ~1~ satisfy (4.17). This is possible by 
(4.1). Define k by (4.19). By reversmg the argument in the first part of the 
proof, we can recover (4.4)-(4.18). By (4.5) and (4.6) we see that m,ER. 
We can directly check that m, E R by (4.16)-(4.18) and (4.1). Therefore, as 
in the first part of the proof, we obtain (4.3). Thus m, = k by (4.4). Hence 
(3.6) holds and m, > 0. Also, 

m2= - 
W-u, + 1) > o 

2x, . 
(4.23) 

By Theorem 3.4, it now suffices to show vi(x) E R[x], i= 0, 1, . . . . 4. By 
the definition, u,(x), U,(X)E R[x]. By (4.5) we have pT1 E R, thus the 
leading coefficient of uZ(x) is real. Since ~~(0) = 0, t1,(8~) = m2 E R, we see 
that Q(X)E rW[x]. By (3.8), J&E R since rn2E R. Since xor(x) = 
pT,u,(x) + pfror(x) and pi, USE R[x], we see that pi, E R. Then by 
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(4.9), we have p:, E R. By setting x = k in PIQUE = .xu~(.x) - pfzuz(x) - 
pi2uI(x), we find P:~E[W, hence u~(x)ER[x]. Since u~(x)+u,(x)+ ... + 
u,(x)= (0,132d304)-1 (x-~,)(x-~?~)(.Y-~~)(x--~~)ER[.~], u4(x) also 
belongs to R[x]. Therefore % is a C-algebra by Theorem 3.4. fl 

Remark. The set of (x1, x2) satisfying (4.1), (4.2) is not empty. For 

example, one can take x, = - (21 + 5 $?)/32, .x?= i. However, the 
C-algebra obtained cannot be the adjacency algebra of a nonsymmetric 
P- and Q-polynomial association scheme, since o1 is not an algebraic 
integer for the above x1. 

By Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 4.1, if there exists a nontrivial nonsym- 
metric P- and Q-polynomial association scheme with girth 5, then there 
exists a solution (xi, -x2) of (4.1) such that 2x,, 2x, are rational integers. 
Write X, =2x,, Y= 2x,, and rewrite (4.1) as 

8X3+(9Y3+16Y2-12Y+8)X2-(10Y4+2Y3-16Y2+16Y)X 

+ Y5-6Y4-3Y3+8Y2=0. (4.24) 

It turns out that Eq. (4.24) has only finitely many integer solutions, and 
none of them corresponds to a nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial 
association scheme. We omit the details of the determination of all integer 
solutions of (4.24), which is rather complicated. Instead, in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2, we use the integrality of the intersection numbers to obtain a 
bound for Y. 

THEOREM 4.2. The only nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial association 
scheme with girth 5 is the directed 5 cycle. 

Proof. If there exists a nontrivial nonsymmetric P- and Q-polynomial 
association scheme with girth 5, there exists an integer solution (A’, Y) of 
(4.24) such that xi =X/2, x2 = Y/2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
By (3.8), (4.16), (4.19), (4.23), we find 

2- Y(Y'- Y-3XY-2X) 
P11- - 6(X+1) 

Since @ is the adjacency algebra of a nontrivial nonsymmetric P- and 
Q-polynomial association scheme with girth 5, p:i is an integer. Thus 
Y(Y2+2Y+2)/(X+1) is an integer. Since Y=2.u2#0 and Y2+2Y+ 
2 > 0, we have 

lYI(Y’+2Y+2)>)X+11. (4.25) 
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Moreover, 

k=P:,+P :I+P :z+P:~+P~4=1+2P:1+2P:2, 

so k is odd. The trace of the intersection matrix B, = (@ii) is 
8,+8,+02+03+04=k+X+ Y. Also trB,=p&+p~,+pf,+p~,+ 
PT4 = 2Ph + 2PL which is even. Thus X+ Y is odd. By (4.19), Y must be 
odd. Let f(X, Y) be the left-hand side of (4.24). 

Case 1. Y>O. 

By(4.2),(4.25),wehave -l>X>-Y3-2Y*-2Y-l.Thenf(X, Y)3 
X2(Y3 - 28Y) - 2XY(5Y3 + Y* - 8Y + 8) + Y*( Y3 - 6Y2 - 3Y + 8). If 
Y B 7, then f(X, Y) > 0, a contradiction. Thus Y d 5. 

Case 2. Y< 0. 

By (4.2), (4.27), we have O<XQ - Y3-2Yyz-2Y- 1. Thenf(X, Y)d 
X2(Y3-28Y)-2XY(5Y3+ Y*-8Y+ Y)+ Y”(Y3-6Y2-3Y+8).If 
Y < - 7, then f(X, Y) < 0, a contradiction. Thus Y 2 - 5. 

Now we conclude YE { f 1, k 3, &- 5 >. The only integer solutions of 
(4.24) with YE(+_~, f3, f5) are (X, Y)=(-2, -l), (0, 1). However, 
neither satisfies (4.2). This is a contradiction. 1 
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